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1. The Nobel Prize winning ethnologist who proposed  the primary causes of human 
aggression is

     	      Solomon Duresss

     	      Sigmund Freud

     	--->> Konrad Lorenz

     	      Simeon Freud

2. The personality factor that influences  individual perception is -

     	--->> value

     	      norm

     	      proud

     	      thinking

3. The main belief shared by these early pioneers was that human psychological 
processes could be studied ____

     	      speculatively

     	      Negatively

     	--->> objectively

     	      Subjectively

4. person perception may be both inaccurative and____  considering the evaluative 
and cognitive nature.

     	      false

     	      wrong

     	--->> accurate

     	      perceived

5. The process concerned with thinking, the processing of information, perception, 
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memory, problem solving, and consciousness is __________

     	      dynamic

     	--->> Cognitive

     	      biological drives

     	      human behavior

6. The mechanism which includes analysis, synthesis, and integration of sensory 
information is ________.

     	--->> Perception

     	      Criminology

     	      clinical

     	      Sociology

7. The developmental task such as crawling, creeping, walking is known as ______skills

     	      Development

     	      Hensile

     	      Obohia

     	--->> prehensile

8. psychologists use  _____ statistical technique to test if two variables are related

     	      Qestionnaire

     	      Case Study

     	--->> correlation

     	      population

9. The  explanation of intelligence in piaget's concept is -

     	--->> growth

     	      slow

     	      pull
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     	      retardation

10. The psychology  which deals with reference to testimony, evidence, influences, 
crime, truancy, delinquency, and emotion is__.

     	      Security

     	      Delinquency

     	      Sociology

     	--->> law
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